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As the application process for the year 2014 comes to a close this weekend, we would like
to thank you for your interest in the ArtistinResidence programme that is run by Pro
Helvetia  Swiss Arts Council.
The jury will evaluate the applications and shortlist the awardees. We will announce the
names of the selected artists in our June newsletter. Watch this space!
In the meantime, Indian artists who were awarded the residency in the past application
process are ready to leave for Switzerland. While Sujit Mallik & Taran Khan are making
preparations for their respective residencies, Swiss artist, Christophe Polese has just
commenced his residency in India.
We hope that the artists will gain from this experience and will also form sustainable
networks for the future.
Pro Helvetia New Delhi
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Soirée littéraire 2014
An evening of francophone literary encounters, Soirée littéraire 2014
includes readings from the original texts by Belgian, Canadian, French and
Swiss authors. More

STUDIO WORK, a collaborative presentation
A collaborative presentation of work in progress by M. Pravat and David
Semper, both of whom are recipients of an artistinresidence award
supported by Pro Helvetia  Swiss Arts Council. More

Music album EPIPHANY from Sound Reasons released
The Sound Reasons label recently released its third album, Epiphany. The
compilation features Swiss artists amongst others from the Sound Reasons
festival. More

«SharedSpace Switzerland»
In the runup to the 2015 exhibition, Prague Quadrennial for Scenography,
Switzerland has launched a journey of discovery into the world of
scenography with its "SharedSpace Switzerland" programme. More

12 Swiss Books
"12 Swiss Books" is a magazine that aims to raise awareness about Swiss
literature and presents twelve newly published works of literature from the
four linguistic regions in Switzerland. More

Passages  The Forms of Our Lives
Design shapes the way we experience the world. But what is it really
about? Passages takes a look behind its glamorous facade. More

Visit our website: www.prohelvetia.in
Join Pro Helvetia New Delhi on Facebook for regular updates.
Read the latest edition of the cultural magazine Passages: www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en
Editorial: Pro Helvetia New Delhi, Communications / Sangeeta Rana srana@prohelvetia.in
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Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.
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